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The -pvLvpoao of this thesis is to present
a single source of Information, geared to proper
levels, concerning the techniques In accounting,
classification and distribution of enlisted per-
sonnel in the United States Navy# It has been
prepared to assist the avera<Te Naval officer to
unrierstand better the Navy's present personnel
accounting system, the Navy's methods of classl-
flcatlon and distribution. Throui^^ a better
understanding. It Is hoped that he will be able
to contribute to the solution of the many intricate
and difficult problems encountered in these three
phases of personnel control. It may also be of
val'^e In the faralliarlzation of midshipmen with
personnel administration and control.
There are many factors which must be con*
sidered In the study of personnel control. It Is
first necessary to consider the nature of Navy
jobs. >lext, it is necessary to provide for
classification of the men who are to work at these
Jobs, in order that the best man may be selected
V

for A specific Job, The next, and probably the
moat difficult step. Is how to assign the proper
man to the Job,
The three phases: accounting, claaslflca*
tlon and distribution, have been studied separately.
To maintain personnel control, at all times. It la
essential that accurate and timely records be
available. This Is the field of personnel accounting*
It Is utilized In pervsonnel classification and
distribution. Classification is the description
and cataloging of personnel. In order that they
jssij be selected for the right Job, The next
logical step Is the assignment of personnel to
duties In accordance with their classification.
Some comparisons will be made with the techniques
used In the Army and ^^rlne Corps, Only the
enlisted personnel field has been covered. In
theory. It Is possible to use the same techniques
for both officer and enlisted personnel. The Havy
Is working toward this goal, but It will take
considerable study and time to attain It, Some
evalidation Is made of present methods and policlea
of the Navy. Future probable developments and
subjects for further 3?esearch are Indicated,
In the preparation of this theslR, a lar£^#
vi
m^
number of Bureau of Naval Personnel publications
have been studied. In addition, some time was
spent In the Bureau attending conferences on per-
sonnel problems and In interviewing key personnel
onga^jied In these phases of personnel work* Volumes
could be written on each one of these three subject*
and still perhaps not give a pure and complete
solution to the many Intricate problems* In thla
thesis, no claim Is made to the proper solution of
these problems* However, the writer has drawn on
his twenty years of experience as a Naval Officer,
many of which have been spent In handling personnel,
to present a study of these problems and perhaps




PERSONNEL ACCOUNTING IN THE U, S. NAVY

CHAPTER I
PERSOWNKL ACCOUNTING in THE U. S. HAVY
Intyoduction
Personnel administration and control ifl
maintained through accurate And timely personnel
records and reports. The field of personnel
accounting covers s^ich data as the nurnber of per»
Sonne 1 In the Navy as a whole ^ the number In th*
various ratings, the number attached to the various
ships and stations, and the number In a transit
status » S-.ich data as this Is essential In order
that a constant control of peraonnel may be main*
talned*
It Is desirable to keep the accounting
systems as slnple as possible, to reduce paper
work and to redtice the number of men required to
do the accounting. The system Is somewhat slm*
plifled by de -centralizing the accounting, so that
the detailed work Is done by the Individual units
of the naval establlshr^wnt. The data rmist Im
available In a practical form, tlirough the various
echelons, from a slni^^le ship or station to the
Bureau of %val Personnel, The data furnished by-
personnel accounting is of vital Importance to ths
2
%tk *1
3Unit Commander, the Type Comnmnder, the i loet
Commander, and to the Chief of i<aval Personnel,
This data la uaed for purposes of planning, dis-
tribution, training, and for all the phfisea of
personnel control. It Is obvious that this account*
ing must b« very accurate and up-to-date* In some
cases, the personnel status must be known on a day
to day basis.
Late In 1945, the Navy's personnel accounting
system was revised. Previously each ship and
station was required periodically to prepare a
series of lengthy statistical reports. These re-
ports were based on a system of cards and reports
maintained by each unit* There was a Muster Card,
a Longevity Card, an Allowance Card, an Expiration
of Enlistment Card, a Special QiallfIcatlons card,
and a Report of Change Card. 1 rom these c^.rds the
following personnel reports were made:
1. Muster Roll—a qxiarterly report of all
enlisted personnel actually on board,
giving the name, rate, service number and
other miscellaneous data.
£• Report of Change—a monthly report of all
otianges to the muster roll. This report
was also req ilred on sailing from a port.
This was necessary in order that an accurate
•fT-
4muster would be avftilable. In th« Bureau,
In event the ship was lost at sea, Ihirlng
war tlrao, ships were required to submit
copies of this report to several ships In
oompany, to Insure that an accTxrate iwister
wae available in event of an emergency»
3# Recapitulation Sheet—a quarterly report
which summarized the various changes d^ie
to receipt, transfer, aivanceasent in rating,
re•enlistment or discharge
4« Report of Enlisted Personnel—a monthly
report showing the allowance, on board, ex*
pee ted gains and losses, broken down into
the various rates and the anticipated
status several months In advance,
5» Receipt and Transfer Book—a record of
each receipt and transfer, as It occurred.
Qm Compliance Report—a report of compliance
upon completion of a transfer.
The above cards and reports required con«»
siderable detailed work. The system was difficult
to administer in large units, especially those
which liad a constant turn over of personnel, such
as a Receiving Station. In addition to the dlffl*
culties of administration, the whole system was
inaccurate and exceedingly slow. It could not
•>•..
i:>'.
5furnish all the data required for personnel control.
In some cases, by the time the data was compiled
and sent to the Burea^i, It was obsolete and of no
value. It post a very heavy work load on a person**
nel office at the ^nd of each month, each quarter,
and each tirm just prior to sailing. The enormous
expansion of the Navy, during World War II, brought
all these undesirable features to the fore and
brout^t out the necessity of developing a new
accounting system. Experience In civilian industries
had indicated tliat similar accounting problems had
been encountered, and that conversion to raeohanical
methods had demonstrated that rr^chanlcal laethods
were by far the most practical.
The new Havy Personnel system of accounting
by mechanical methods was first placed on a trial
basis. The first or pilot installation was author*-
ized in Commander Service Force, Pacific, in 1944.
Prior to this time the feasibility of mechanical
machines was tested at Training Centers and Keceiv-
Ing Stations and had proved that the mechanical
system would be of great value in %vy personnel
accounting. Upon completion of trials and when it
became apparent that the mechanical system was adapt*
9Mm for Havy personnel accounting, the instructions
for the preparation of documents liavlng to do with
''-Dl'i!'
ethe sy Vetera wore profflul^ated by ttia i3ur6au of i^aval
Personnel In iviarch, 1946, Tlia target date for con*
version to the new system was 1 October, 1946. Al*
though certain difficulties have been enoountarod,
the complete conversion of Naval Personnel account-
ing to mechanical methods has now been accomplished.
As this system Is now in use t-iroughout the
Haval Establishment, a detailed description of th»
development, the mechanics and the operational use
of this system will be made.
Developnient and >4echenle3 of the New System
The equlp^ient used by the Navy in Ita
Machine Record Installations is leased from th«
International Business Machines Corporation.
Employees of this company are available at the
various stations, where the equipment is Installed,
to insiire the equipment is in good working condition.
Similar machines are made by Remington
Rand and National Cash Register Company, but t}i«ir
equipment has not been used so far in the Navy's
personnel accounting system.
The basis of the modern I.B.J*^. equipment,
used in the accounting system, was evolved from the
experiments and acccr;ipllohment8 of a Dr. Herman
Hollerith. Dr. Hollerith, a distinguished statls-
tic Ian, liad been employed by the United States

7Government in compilation of the 10th Cenaua.
Froin hla personal experience with the Census of
1B80, Dr. Hollerith was fully aware of the enormous
difficulty the Census Bureau ^bs having In reducing
the mountainous facts gatiiered by Census takers in*
to usable form. The facts had been collected, as
the law provided, in 1380, but five years later the
Bureau was still struggling to compile them.
Considering the rate at which the country was grow-
ing. It was evident that the time was near when,
under existing methods. It would be tline to take
the next Cens\is before the last one had been pub-
lished, Dr, Hollerith set to work to find a way
by which all this recording, tabulating; and analyzing
of facts could be done by machines.
The 10th Census report was finally completed
in 1387 with the 11th Census only three yeara ftway»
By tJoat time, Dr, Hollerith had worked out the
esaentlal features of his mechanical system for
recording, compiling and tabulating Census facts.
His system was fundamentally simple. It consisted
essentially of recording the facts of any given
situation, for example the Census description of
one person, by punching holes according to a definite
pattern in a ploce of paper. The original plan

8used strips of paper, but Dr, Hollerith soon found
that It was better to use a separate card of stan-
dard size and shape for each "unit situation"*
A pre-arranged code was assigned a definite
moaning to each separate position on the card. A
hole punched In that position would then actuate
electrically operated mechanisms, which dealt with
the particular data which that position represented,
functioning as a counting or adding device, either
singly or in various combinations, as a result of
the material required.
After extensive testing and research by a
special commission, the Hollerith system was
officially adopted by the United States Government
for compiling the Census returns. It had been found
that the Census data could be tabulated by Hol-
lerith machines in under one -eighth of the tl!T»
required by any other available method. Thla
uieant that the Census of 1380, which was completed
In 1887, would have been completed In 1881 had
the Hollerith system been in use at that time.
The success of the Hollerith tabulating
method in compiling data for the United States
C nsus, attracted wide-spread attention, both In
tills country and in foreign countries. The stltiulus
had been given for rapid growth and development of
n
accounting and tabulating machines
Today, machine methods of account In^r are
the accepted practice in private business and in»
dustry» The United States Government, however, la
still the heat customer for machine accounting
products. The U.S, Government's social security
installation of accounting machines in Baltimore
la possibly the largest tabulating unit in the world.
The moment an organization of any kind has
gljown beyond the point where one man can car^ry all
its essential facts In his head, a need begins for
meclianlcal methods of ori^enlzing these facts, so
that the or(^anlzatlon can be effectively managed
With each successive increase in the size of an
organization, the demand for more spQed^ economy
and precision in dealing with the increasing volume
of essential facts, becomes more insistent. The
Navy was confronted with this need in 1941 when its
rapidly expanding niimbers presented a tremendous
personnel accountin^^ problem. The introduction of
Machine Record System re stilted.
The ''echlne Records system utilizes
electrical accounting machines in the punch-card
method of accounting. Before consolidated reports
and records can be produced, the record for each
individual nrust be initiated* After it is
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originated, there Is the task of dally posting of
the card to insure its currency and accuracy in
respect to transfer, promotion and change in any
classification datat The dally diary, after being
carefully controlled Into the system, la analyzed
by skilled personnel who select those types of
changes which the i>ureau has determined should be
reflected in the basic tabulating card, maintained
for each individual. The daily diary will be
later explained.
Tlie tabulating card is known as a punch
eard, inasmuch as Infoiroiatlon is recorded In the
card In the form of punched holes, which represent
letters and numerals. Once the information is re-»
corded in purched hole form, it becomes a permanent
versatile record* Punch cards are fed tlirough
different machines which perform tlie various
functions of sorting, fllin£,, printing, selecting,
adding, etc. ISfhen the machine encounters holes in
the card, electrical contacts are B»de tlrirough the
punched holes, starting timed electrical Impulses,
which in turn automatically cause the machine to
perform its accounting functions. Since a large
variety of information is required in the personnel
accounting system, a number of differently de3l^;ned
cards are used In Machine Records Installation.
liUOOOx.
All card forms are of standard size* The card form
moat coiranonly used Is the Personnel Stat^is Card, one
of which Is maintained In the files of the Personnel
Accounting Office for each Individual belonging to
organizations, serviced by lt» This Is the basic
recoM used for personnel statistics prepared in
the Personnel Accounting Office. As a need for
specific Items of Information changes, the data
carried In the Personnel Status Card Is changed.
As has been noted, the Bureau determines what Items
of Information will be carried In the Status Card*
Six different electrical account In^^ machines
are used in Machine Records Installations, in con-
Junction with mamial operations, to accomplish the
various requirements. One machine enters personnel
data In the form of holes in the cards. Its
operation is similar to that of a typewriter. This
machine is loiown as the Keyptinch. Another (the
Interpreter) autoraatlcslly prints the information
contained In the card along the face of the card
Itself, 30 that the Information can be read easily,
without reference to the holes themselves. Another
machine (the Sorter) sorts cards into alphabetical
or numerical sequence, at an amazingly high rate
of speed. A machine for reproduction of the record,





It Is known as the Koproducer. Another machine
automatically files or selects i»ecorda from a file;
It Is known as the Collator* Finally, the machine
for preparing reports completes the machine ac-»
counting picture. This machine. The Tabulator, adds,
subtracts, accumulates and prints, both alphabetic
cally and numerically, the Information desired In
report form.
Personnel Accounting Activities and Personnel
Accounting Offices
To simplify the nomenclature, the personnel
accounting agencies have been divided Into two
categories: the Personnel Acco\intlng Activities
and the Personnel Accounting Offices, The Account-
Ing Activities are those units of the Naval Establish*
ment which have \een assigned an allowance of per*
Sonne 1 by the Bureau* Tlie Accounting Offices are
those offices, v/hich have he^n equipped with the
JIachine Kecords Installation nnd bave been deslf/nated
by the Bureau to collect and compile the data from
all the Personnel Accounting Activities ashore and
afloat. The Personnel Accounting office is a store-
house of a great deal of factual Information con-
cerning the personnel of the Activities which It
services. These offices are designed to furnish
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rapid and accurate reporting on the activities
under their control, to the Bureau, as well as to
render a varlet;/ of services to local concnanders
and units.
The Accounting activities make their per-
sonnel reports to the accounting office aflslgiied to
them and not to the Bureau* The reports now in-
quired, by each activity, consist of two forms, a
Personnel Accounting Card and a Dally Personnel
Diary, Thia Is quite a contrast to the olcl 'system
of six cards and six reports.
An activity Initiates its accounting syst;0m
by submitting a Personnel Accounting Card to Its
Accounting Office, one for each man attached.
This card, designated Navpers 500 (See Jtlgure 1 on
the following pat^e), has blocks for entry of the
following data:
Nam* Duty Assigned
Service Number Date Erlisted
Bate Place Enlisted
Designator Date Enlistment Expires
Designator Quallflca- Longevity
tlons
Branch of Service Color
Total Awards Date of Birth
Current Tour jate Language Ability






Combat Qualifications Months Outside the U.S.
Service Schools Completed Dependents
Date Received Special QualifIcationa
Receipt Authority Unit Attached
Sex Unit Received From
The Personnel Accounting Card comes in
the form of a book of three cardo, in order that
one typing operation will make cards required by
the accounting activities. Card liurnber One is the
alphabetical muster file, retained by the activity.
Card I^umber Two, an onion skin copy, is the source
file which is submitted to the Accounting Office,
within whose jurisdiction the Activity falls. Card
Number Three is retained by the Activity as an
allowance file, by rate. The Personnel Accounting
Card replaces all the cards previously used for
m^^ster and allowance records. As stated above, the
three cards are typed by a single operation. The
activity retains the original and one copy, the
Accounting Office gets one copy. The card enters
into the Accounting system the name of each person
on board, when the system is Instituted and each
person who is subsequently received on board.
The other basic source document is the
Daily Personnel Diary (Navpers 501), (oee Figure
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day all gains, losses, and mlccellaneous changes
affecting the physical wherea:outa and status of
each person. This import Is made up daily and is
submitted to tYm Personnel Accounting Office week*
ly and when clianges occur*
IThese two reports are the basis of all re-
ports compiled ::y the Accounting Office, Tiiclp
use has simplified and decreased constderai.ly the
clerical work in connection with personnel records
and reports # It is absolutely essential tliat these
two reports be submitted accurately and completely
by the Accounting Activities The dally diary Is
the legal document of an activity which accurately
reports all cJianges In personnel. The difference
of the gain and loss columns of the report reflects
the actual number of personnel attached, thus
establishing a system of accounting.
The organization of the accounting systta
in the iiaval Districts now is more or less stabil-
ized, r^sich l^aval District fieadquarters has been
designated as a Personnel Accounting Office. All
accounting activities, under the Jurisdiction of
the District Commandant, submit their reports to
him.
For the Forces Afloat the ort^anizatlon is




plan* The Pacific ^ laot Personnel Accounting
Offices have been established as follows:
1. Commander service Force Pacific—Ships of
Service iorce r'acific. Ships of Submarine
Force Pacific, All bases in the Forward
Area*
2» Commander Aircraft Pacific—Airforce Pacific,
except units under C-)mmander Fleet Air,
i^est Coast*
3* Commander i leet Air, West Coast—Fleet Air
West Coast J Air Porce Pacific Ships oper-
ating permanently on ^Veat Coast; Destroyers,
Pacific; Amphibious Force Pacific; Train*
ing Command Pacific*
4* Commander »Vestern Sea Frontier--Battie ships
and Cruiser??, Pacific; The IJaval Transport
Service, Pacific; Pacific Reserve rleet*
Por the Atlantic ileet. Commander Service i orce
Atlantic, Subordinate Command, at Norfolk, acts as
the Personnel Accounting Office for the entire
Atlantic Fleet.
The Personnel Accounting Offices a«stmie
personnel accounting cognizance, using machine meth-
ods, for the commands as designated by the Lmresu*
They establish punch card recorOr, for each command
under their Jurisdiction and enter all clianges to
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punched card records as reported by the Dally
Diaries. From these punched card records the
Accounting Offices prepare reports as directed by
the Bureaiit
A sample Dally ^lary. Personnel Accounting
Card, Personnel Change Card and Personnel Status
Card are shown in Figures 1, 2, 3, 4. The Dally
Diary and Personnel Accountlni;^ Card, (irl|^ures 1
and 2) were suh^nltted to the Accounting office by
tlie Mare Island Kaval Bhlpyard to show that Eaton
had been received for duty (HDUT) from the Haval
Hospital at Mare Island. Upon receipt of t .ese
two reports, the Account In^^ office placed the code
numbers, shown in red, on the reports. These codes
are utilized to conserve space in the punch card.
Upon completion of coding, the documents are then
taken to the key panch machine. At this machine,
the Personnel Change Card and Personnel Status
Card are punched in accordance with the data listed
in the Daily Diary and the Personnel Accounting
Card* The punched cards are next checked with the
orl£:lnal documents and corrected In case there Is
ft discrepancy. The four documents (Figure 1 to 4)
are then taken to the Machine Room. A card which
contains the total changes for the day is compared,
on a tab^)lating macVtlne, with individual cards to
i: I
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Insure that for each entry on the report, a card
has bean prepared, and for each gain entry, the
basic source card has been punched
The account of the activity consists of a
file of Personnel Status Cards, similar to this one
of Eatons. A set of acoourtlng books is maintained
for each activity which shows tiie original record
and all changes reported for such an account* To
credit the account of the Haval Shipyard at Mare
Island with Katon, the authority is the Personnel
Change Card (Figure 3) and in this case, the actual
credit is the Status ^ard (Figiire 4)« The Daily
Diary also Is used to report losses by transfer,
or various miscellaneous c anges, such as expira*
tlon of enlistment, reenlistrnent, leave, change of
rate and any change which affects either the physical
status or data that was previously recorded on th#
Personnel Statiis Card (tl^^ure 4)« These chanijes
are accomplished by machine, and new Personnel
Status C«rds prepared, showing the c^iange In the
now cards. The old and new status cards are re«»
moved and returned to the records by the machines.
The account books and cards are then checked a^jainst
each other to see that all additions and deletions
have been properly made. If they verify feach other.
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the account 5.s than up to date and correct, and la
available for any statistical data required by th«
Type Commander or the Bureau.
As previously stated, the Accounting offices
compile the reports required by the l^ureau. At
present, the Accounting offices siabmit the folio?/-
Ing reports to the Bureau
t
\% Monthly Strength Report of Each Activity.
2. Bl-Monthly Muster Roll of i^ach Activity*
3. Monthly Strength Report, Conpofjlto by
Type Commanda.
4* Monthly Complement ^inalyais, by Tyj)©
Consnands.
5. Quarterly Composite Report of Expiration
of Enlistment by Type Commands.
Actually, the only personnel report submitted
directly by each ship and station today, to the
Bureau, is the old monthly roster of officers.
All other personnel i»eports are made by the Per-
sonnel Accounting office. This punah card account-
ing affords the Bureau with almost instant avail-
ability of all the data on the cards. These data
are constantly being brought up to date by the
daily submission of documents to tiie Accounting
offices. These data are of great value, in that
they reflect the Immediate situation In regard to

personnel statistics for the whole %val -i^stablish-
ment.
Personnel Accounting; on the Bureau I«evel
In the present organization of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel, the Personnel Accounting System
is under the cognizance of the Assistant Chief of
Naval Personnel for Plans, Specifically, it Is
under the Director of Planning and Control, with
an officer assigned as Officer in Cliarge of tlie
Personnel Accounting 3^/ stem. Vvith this organiza-
tion the personnel accounting system is used
primarily in conjunction with distribution of en»
listed personnel. The system has not been fully
developed for use in the Bureau, but it appears
feasible to extend the present system and Inte-
grate it more closely with the other statistical
functions of the Bureau* If this is feasible, it
should be possible to use the data obtained in the
present personnel accounting system for fiscal aa
well as distributional functions* The present
ori;;,anization is very cor>f\isin^ and will undoubtedly
be greatly improved in the near future.
Personnel Accounting.-, in the Army
The I^avy can profit by a study of the
Personnel Accounting system of the Army, TVie two

systems have many features In common and have
about the same over-all problem to solve. The
Avmj has been usln^, its system of Machine Tecorda
since 1940, and appears to be getting more and
better results from its system than does the Navy,
Tlie Army system was originated at the ^Var Depart-
ment level and was then extended to the field.
Just ti« opposite lias occurred In the Navy, the
system was first used in the field, then absorl^ed
by the Bureau, As stated above, the Bureau haa
yet to inte^^rate its system with all its statis-
tical functions. This will require some remedial
actioii in the near future.
Tlie Army liachlne Fiecorr"ls ^Jnits oorrespond
to the Navy Personnel Accounting Offices. These
i^chine Hecords Units operate alon^s command
channels and normally function as a section under
the Adjutant General of the Headquarters concerned.
The Units collet -^roonnel clata from the personnel
sections and administrative centers, act as a
reservoir of such data and furnish timely admin-
istrative information, reports and records as re-
quired. They have been doaignated as clearing
houses and control points from personnel sections
to the higher echelons, and as storehouses of in-
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formation for the higher commands. Thus, requests
from various sources for such information can be
directed to the Machine Records Units , rather than
to the personnel sections in tiie field. In the
Array Air ^ orces, the %chine Records Units are com*
bined with Statistical Control units and operate as
separate staff sections under the Statistical
Control Officer,
The operating procedure within the individual
Machine Records Units is disseminated to the field
units by the Strength Accounting Branch in the
Adjutant General's office of the War Departa^nt,
Standard procedures, reports, equipment and type
of perj^onnel exist in all the iViarhine RecoM Units,
This allows rapid interchange of servicing, both
individual and organization, and permits rapid and
exact compilation of consolidated reports on a
world wide basis by the Machine Records Units in
the Strength Accounting Branch of the Adjutant
General's Office,
The Machine Record Unit is depe?ident upon
field reporting for Its information, inasmuch as
the files maintained by the Machine Hecord Unit
reflect, in a cond- nsed and centralized form, the
detailed personnel data concerning personnel and
orivsnizations of a command usually apnroxlinately
• TO"
a
the size of an Armyt
The Army's Morning Report corresponds to
tbe Navy's Dally i->lary# TVie Morning He port Is the
permnnent statistical and historical doc-araent of
each unit and la prepared and submitted on a dally
has Is # Standard Information Is required for each
Morning Koport entry by the pertinent Army Heg»
ulatlon» A3 the Army picture changes and the War
Department and other high eovornmental a^^encles
desire to know certain personnel statistics relative
to the Army personnel, the Information required to
be cerrled In the Machine Records ^nlt file will
vary. Accordingly', in order to meet the demands
of the War Department for information to be re fleets
ed in the Unit file, when such information is not
required o^ the Morning Report retaliation, the
Records Unit, through its local headquarters, re-
quires certain additional data to be reported on
the Morning Report, so that the information necessary
to compile War Department reports may be in the
punch-card file*
Reporting tmits Iriave the burden of reporting
this additional information to the %chine Records
Unit, However, the Machine Records Unit, wHh this
additional infonsatlon in the file, is called upon
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for a large voltuno of detailed classification re*
ports, which otherwise would have to be prepared by
each of the reportin^^ agencies. An example of
this additional information is term and date of en-
listment for Regular Army enlisted men and cate-
fory of volmtary status for officer personnel.
Both of these Items are essential factors in the
preparation of the Inventory and Projection of the
Strength of the Army, a very Important and detailed
report prepared for the War D partment on a month*
ly basis by tlie i^^chine Ke cords Unit*
The monthly audit of ^iachlne Records Unit
files, which is performed each month in the form of
preparation of personnel rosters, for forwarding
to the field units, serves as a means of seonring
information for -iachlne Records Wnlts files, in*
asmuch as correct information is verified, missing
information Is added and Incorrect information ia
corrected.
The ^4achine Records Unit is a storehouse of
a great deal of factual information concerning the
organi 25a t ions and personnel of the command to which
it is assigned* l^achine Records units are designed
to furnish rapid and accurate reporting, on the
organizations and personnel of the command to which
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they are assigned, to the War Department and other
high governmental amende 3^ as well as to render a
variety of services to the local headquarters and








h» Additional services as requi3»ed
ThB "Inventory and Projection of Army
Strength Report" is an example of one type of re-
port which the Machine Reoord Unit submits to the
War Department* This is an actual projected re-
port of army strength prepared monthly, with data
as of the last day of each month. It shows the
actual strength, tliat is, the niomber of personnel
In the units reported by that Records Unit. It
also shows the projected retainable strength for
tlie projection periods and the planned bulk
strength authorized each command in the iVar Depart-
ment Troop Program. As an example of the projected
dates used on this report, personnel reported for
the 31 May 1947 analysis are projected through the

following dates 1 30 June 1947, 31 August 1947,
31 October 1947, 31 December 1947, 30 June 1948,
51 December 1948, and 30 June 1949 and beyond#
This is vital information in connection with the
number of personnel replacements required at these
Intervals
In the preparation of this report, tabular
reports and summai^ cards are prepared as follows:
a« Report IJo. 1 - Actual-projected strength
by {i,rade - Summary cards are prepared
showing the actual and projected retain-
able strength of each command, for person-
nel of each status category, by race.
Identity, and grade. Tlie status categories
follow
1
1. 0x>erating personnel, comprised of per-
sonnel assigned and attached unasslgned
to operating units and overhead, in-
cluding training reserve umits,
2m Personnel In general reserve units,
comprised of personnel assigned and
attached unasslgned to units desig-
nated as general reserve*
3« Pipeline personnel, comprised of per-
sonnel exclusive of non-effectives In
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pipeline categories, as shown In
Troop Program.
4t Foreign Assignment Personnel as shown
In the Troop Program*
5« Personnel enroute to overseas duty.
b» Report No, 2 - Actual projected strength
by Military Occupational Specialty -
Suranary cards are prepared showing the
actual and projected retainable strength
of each command^ for personnel in each status
category listed in Paragraph "a" above, by
race. Identity branch and Military Occupa*
tional Specialty, The Array uses the
Military Occupational Specialty number
assigned to each man in the same manner
the Navy uses the Job code number,
c. Report No. 3 - Actual strength of Non-
Effectives • Summary cards are prepared
showint> the actual strength of each com-
mand, for personnel of the following non-
effective categories, by race and identity.
The actual strength of non-effectives is
not projected,
1, Patients not to be returned to duty
2, Personnel in process of separation
3, Personnel on terminal leave
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<!• Report Ko« 4 - Plajined authorized bulk
strength by grade i? designed to show
authorized bulk strength broken down by
race and grade
e. Report lIo» 5 - Planned authorized bulk
strength report by Military Occupational
Specialties. This report Is desljj:ned to
show authorized bulk strength for each
part of each section Indicated In paragraph
"d" above, by race, branch, and MOS toT
enlisted personnel.
The Array personnel accounting system is com-
pletely Integrated and coordinated with all other
recording and statistical functions of the War
Department. It has taken the Army about five years
to establish their system, but today it seems to be
very satisfactory. There are still some Inaccuracies
due to errors made ail alon^ tne line. The Army
Is faced with a personnel shortage to operate their
system properly, but as a whole, their Machine
Records System has been accepted and is now a per-
manent pal»t of the Army. The Machine Records are
used for purposes of planning, for bud(;;et estimates
and other fiscal matters as well as for procurement
and distribution of personnel. At the present time
the Army is in the process of servlclni^ their
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Reserve personnel files by machine records.
Conclus5.on
The ^avy's Machine Records Installations
wore born by reason of necessity for more accurate,
detailed and rapid reporting, of personnel and
strength statistics. In order to secure accurate
and current statistics, a new system of personnel
accounting has been established, Tirirou^^h it,
ships and stations have c^een relieved of much of
the routine preparation of report? Instead, ships
and stations report dally crianges to accounting
offices, where records are kept on punched cai»ds.
Periodic reports are quickly tab^ilated on elect*lc
accounting machines and special reports can be ob-
tained for any purpose as desired. A further ad-
vantage of the new system is its flexibility. Since
each enlisted man has a card in the files, a vast
amount of statistical Informatloh can be recorded
for each man. Not only will a man's rating and pay
grade be recorded, but in addition his Job classi-
fication code, not only for feis primary Job classi-
fication, but also a second or third classification*
With the development of the new personnel accounting
system, the Mavy's methods of compllinti personnel
statistics are now capable of recoi»dlng all the
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types of Information needed for personnel planning
and administration.
The development of the new accounting system
has been done to a large extent by trial and error
methods, mostly by the personnel in the field. It
still has many defects and is not stabilized. The
two most serious defects of the system are the con-
tinued inaccurate reports of the reporting activities
and the critical shortage of properly qualified
personnel to operate the system in the Personnel
Accounting Offices. The inaccurate reports can be
corrected by closer attention on the part of each
commanding officer. The lack of trained personnel
is not peculiar to just this one phase of personnel
control, it applies throughout the whole service.
The selection and training of qualified personnel,
to operate properly the personnel accounting
system, is a problem which demands immediate
attention.
The system has been used on an experimental
basis for about three years and was adopted for use
throughout the service less than a year ar,o. The
system will have to be more fully integrated with
the Bureau's records and statistics function, as
soon as practicable. This can be done as the
necessary improvements are gradually incorporated
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in the system» It Is believed tliat one specific
step, which could be made now, wo\ild be a thorough
and detailed study of the Ariny^s system, with a
view to a possible adoption of some of the Army's
methorls, especially at the higher oomniand levels.
It may be necesoary to i^vlse completely
the present accountlni^ system in order to fit It in-
to the other statistical functions of the Bureau,
A detailed study should be made of the i3ureau's re»
quii^ments as to exactly what data it needs from ita
accounting system. It has been said, "if you don't
know where you are goin£., how ean you tell when
you get there?" This applies to tlie present status
of the accoimtlng system--the re is no definite In*
formation available as to just what data the
Bureau needs from the accounting system, to help
the Bureau accomplish its mission. After this ln<»
formation has been obtained, the next step should
be to set up an accounting system which will supply
this data to the Bureau, This ca not be done over-
nii^htj it will require considerable time and effort.
It is believed that the F^ureau is in the orocesa
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THE CLASSIFICATION OF ENLISTED PERSONNEL
IN THE UNITED STATES NAVY

CHAPTER II
THE CLASSIFICATION OF KNLISTEI) PER30NI^EI,
lU THB UHITKD STATES NAVY
Introduction
A knowledge of what the job Is and who
shall do it . Is the first prerequisite to a satis-
factory personnel control program* In this chapter,
a study will be made of but one phase of the prob-
lem--"who sliall do lt"j In other words, the class-
ification of enlisted personnel. Individuals
differ widely from one another intellectually,
physically, emotionally and socially, A good per-
sonnel program considers these differences, A
man who is mechanlcall;) inclined is put on a
mechanical job. Another men by training, intellect
and emotional pattern is best suited for clerical
duties. It is wasteful to put a strong man pushing
a button if an equally capable, and physically
v/eaker man is passing heavy amunition. It would
be a huge mistake to make a man with poor eyesight
responsible for aiming a gun. Some men have the
social and emotional pattern that makes it possible
for them to watch a radar screen day after day.




no matter how great the pressure on them, Hecog-*
nlzin^: that men differ and knowing; how to make the
most of theae differences are Important phases of
personnel control. The aim of a satisfactory per*
sonnel program is to assign the rt^jht man in the
right Job, and every available technique and piece
of information concerning him are utilized in
accomplishing this alm#
In order to assign tv^e rl^^ht man, it Is
first necessary to determine who Is the right man*
IThls is t}m function of the whole classification
program of the %vy. This function Involves the
recommendation of men for duty on the basis of
their aptitudes, tralnln^, and experience*
In this study. Individual differences will
first be considered* Tlien the Navy classification
system will bo descried and evaluated. No attempt
will be made in this study to cover the nature of
Navy Jobs or tlie classification of Navy Jobs, ex-
cept to show how the classification of personnel
is dependent on those two subjects.
Individual Differences
In order to evaluate men on the basis of
their individual aptitudes, training end experience,
it is essential to consider individual differences.
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There are several hiindred thousand men In the I^avy
and no two are alike. Some are strong, aome ar<i
weak* Some are superior In Intelligence 5 and
others are limited In this respect » Some like
company while others prefer to be alone, Some are
easily frightened and some are very hrave. Obvious-
ly, this listing of comparisons could go on in*»
definitely.
For convenience these differences are dlv»
Ided amends four different areas?
! Physical differences, such as variations
In height, weli,ht, j=?tron^th, sense per-
ception, and organic health,
2# Mental differences, mich as the ability
to reason, to memorize, to learn, to act
Independently, and to take responsibility,
3, Emotional differences, such as those dis-
played by fear, loyalty, jealousy, or
susceptibility to praise,
4, Social differences, which are the result
of differences In environment and train-
ing.
Elements from all four areas are embodied
in an individual, lis ability to perform a certain
task results from the manner in which these ele-
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ments are combined in his general make-up. This
fact should never be overlooked in evaluating an
Individual, It might be a waste of excellent mat-
erial to assign a man to ammunition handling simply
because he had the physique for that Job. He
ralt,ht have the excellent memory required In a sig-
nalman, or the Infinite patience required in watch-
ing a radar screen for hours on end, or the tact
and training necessary in a captain's yeoman,
Scnne differences among people are obvious -
you can see them. Differences in height, weight,
shape, and color are common examples of these ob-
vious differences. In height, for example, a few
men are over six feet, a few ai*e under five and a
half feet, but the majority are somewhere in between.
The averaj^e for men In the I^avy Is pretty close to
five feet nine Inches, In weight, a few men weigh
more than two hundred pounds, a few weigh less than
one hundred thirty, and most are somewhere in be-
tween.
These facts Illustrate a general principle
of individual differences - namely, individual
differences on any single characteristic tend to
be distributed so as to form what is called a nor-
mal curve. This means simply that most men are at
or near the average.
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Another principle of individual differences
is based on the fact that there is frequently a(mm
relationship between characteristics. Take height
and weight, for example. Tall people tend to weigh
more than short T>eople, Of course, there are sorrie
itmn who are tall ard thin and others who are short
and stout, but by and lari^^e there is what psychol-
ogists call a positive correlation between the two
factors of height and weight. This simply means
that you will find more two hundred pounders among
men who are over sir feet tall than you will among
men who are shorter than five and a half feet.
Individual differences in physical char-
acteristics, interests, and aptitudes are not qual-
ities or types. They are differences in degree.
Such words as taller, shorter; like, dislike;
bright, dull are expjressions of qi^antitatlve and
not qualitative differences* A third principle of
individual differences is that t .ey are differences
in degree of presence of a certain factor*
A groat many differences among people are
not so obvious as differences in height and weight—
you cannot see t lem at a glance, but you can see
them in behavior. And most of these less obvious
differences are more important for the proper selection
nu.ent
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and class if icatlan of tmn for different types of
naval training and duty than the more apparent and
simple differences In physical characterlr.tlcs.
Variations In background. In Interests, In exper-
ience, and in aptitudes are among the most Important
of these less apparent Individual differences.
Men come to the Navy from varied back-
grounds. Some oome from rich hoines, j^ome from poor
homos, most from middle class homes. Some are from
the country; others are from the city, oortie re-
ceived good tirades in school work, graduated from
high school, and went on to colleges others found
learning difficult end failed to complete th*
eighth ^rade. Those backgroiind factors Involve
economic, cult^iral, and educational status.
Interest, w at a man ll'res and dislikes,
are another source of individual differences of
Import to the I^ax'y. Some men lice to got hold of
an old radio or an old car and talce it apsirt.
Others would be bored from start to finish with
•uch a Job, if indeed they could finish it. Hobbles
are a pretty good Index of a man's interests.
Some people collect stamps, some are amateur photo-
graphers ; 3on» like to read lotn of books whilo
others would rather be out playing baseball. From
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looking at thorn, you wouldn't i^^uess that G«n«
Tunney likes poetry or that Frank Sinatra likea
fighting and actually started out to be a prlz*
fighter. But if you will ask any group of men about
their hobbies and interests, you will ;^et an aston-
ishing variety of answers all of which riave slg*
niflcance in placing them in the proper billet.
Still another important factor In individual
differences is experience, particularly Job ex-
perience. Some men liave worked In the factory,
some on the farm, others in offices or on the road,
and still others have not worked at all. Asking
a man about his Job experience generally gives
some clues as to skills he may have* Did he work
in an office? Perhaps he can type or punch an
adding machine. A garage ? Ivlaybe he can repair
motors. The Job history of every man who comes Into
the Kavy Is a little different from that of every
other man. Much of this Job experience and skill
can be put to good use In the i^avy.
Another type of individual differences,
and probably the most important in describing and
classifying the ^iavy's manpower, is tii© differences
among rmn in aptitudes. You often hear someone
describe a friend by saying, ^110 has a mechanical
bent". Or, about someone else, it may be said.
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"He*8 tliiS bookish typ©"» These cornmonplace saylnga
ai^ not very precise descriptions from the scientist's
point of view, but they ro fleet a basic fact about
people. Some people do have an aptitude for
mechanical work and others an aptitude for dealing
with verbal and linguistic material. Bat what doea
aptitude mean? It ineans the ease with which people
learn different types of things. Some men can
learn to send and receive radio code in four weeks;
others can work at it for twenty weeks and still
not have It down pat, We say that t^ie former have
an aptitude for learning that type of material
while the latter do not,
0ne of the basic purposes of Kavy personnel
control is to put the rlt,ht man in the right Job*
To accomplish this. It is necessary to have des-
criptions as complete as possible of both the job
and the man. In conslderlnj^ the man, it Is import-
ant to know the relationship between Individual
characteristics and success on the job. It la
necessary to know just which characteristics are
essential for proper performance, which are desirable,
and which may be disregarded. These cliaracterls-
tics may be considererl, as was previously suggested,
in the following areas: (1) physical, (2) mental.
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(3) emotional, and (4) social*
Characteristics necessary for proper per-
for-aance In a g5.v©n billet are included In the
billet analysis for that billet.
In a few cases t e relationship between
physical characteristics and Job performance io
obvious* It will not do, for example, to assign
a fllx foot, two hundred pound athlete to the cramped
quarters of medium bomber gun turret, lie would not
be able to stand up in it, let alone manipulate
the gims effectively. The relationship between
good eyesight and certain Jobs In visual communi-
cation Is also apparent* To read semaphore and
flags accurately, a man must have 20/20 vision and
good color perception.
No one would select for training as 8l£nal-
man, a person with so poor a memory that he could
not memorize code. lie would not select as a lead-
ing petty officer one who could not think for him-
self. Yet too frequently in selecting men for
naval billets, not enou^^^h attention is paid to
their mental q aliflcatlons. There is a tendency,
particularly where a promotion Is Involved, to
employ a new billet ss a reward for services well
done in another billet. This practice may put the
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right man in the rl^ht job, but it may also cause
serious rals placement*
Men who are easily frightened should not b#
placed in critical battle poFJitions. ivlen with
q\iick tempers should seldom be given positions of
leadership. The emotional pattern of a man is very
important in determining his fitness for a Job#
The good sense of putting men wliere they
can draw on their previous experience and interest
needs little explanation. Perhaps a man could do
an acceptable Job as a yeoman; he has enough clor-
ical aptitude and he knows how to type; but hie
real interest is in machines—he has worked in a
garage, is skillful with hand tools, and literally,
loves to tinker. If the Navy will put this man
where these interests ©an be exploited, it will re*
ce5_ve better and more efficient service than it
would be given if e is rnade a yeoman* The motiva-
tion to do a good job springs partly from liiterest
in the job and the personal satisfaction one gets
from doing It. Interest Itself is a function of
the physical, mental, emotional and social char-
acteristics of the man, influenced perhaps, more
b;< social characteristics than tlje others*
A result, like interest, of a combination
'i4i
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of all of a man's characteristics, is his aptitude
for carrying on a given activity*
The place of aptitudes in fitting a man to
do a Job can be studied from two angles* >en who
have an aptitude for a certain type of work will
generally show superior performance in that work.
The responsibilities of a quartermaster call for a
relatively high level of general verbal aptitud©
and arit lime tleal sense. The man who Is below
average in verbal aM arijiiimetical aptitude will
have a liard tlm dischargint^ those duties com-
petently: he lacks tl^ie two principal qualities re*
quired for the job. The other angle from which
aptitudes are Important is the time required for
traintno IXirin^: the war, training pro<jrain8 were
speeded up. It was necessary to ^^et the largest
possible number of trained men to the fleet in th«
shortest possible tline. T icrefore, it was necessary
to select men for special training who could com-
plete the training program successfully. To
graduate only fifty rmn out of one hundred entrants,
for example, Is highly wasteful: It wastes the time
of instructors, it fills up the schools with people
who will never be qualified to hold the jobs for
which they are being trained, and it holds back
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the ia©n who could otherwise progr^ess faster through
the training period.
Granted that t ere are Individual differences
and granted that ttiey are important, the q^iestlon
still remains of how are we to ineasure them? The
manner in which Individual differences are measured
depends, ob /lously, on the particular characteristic
under consideration. Height Is measured In Inches
and feet J weight is measured in pounds. These are
simple. Tlie techniques are accurate and reliable.
This was not always the case, however.
Several centuries a^^o, t)iere was no such thing as
a standard ruler or yardstick. People liad very
crude notions about these commonplace measurements
which today we never atop to think about. An
English klnt;; once decreed that a "foot" was official-
ly the length of his shoe. This was an important
decree. It Introd ?ced the notion of a common
standard. Today we have a Bureau of Standards;
the length of a foot is defined very precisely;
and everyone accepts and usee this definition*
In general, physical characteristics ere
the easiest to measure. Tiiere are meters for
measuring a man's grip. His allity to run can
be measured by timin£; him over various distances.
His ability to jump Is, of coixrse, measured by the
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number of foet h© can cover or the heli^ht he clears.
Eye cliapts and other devices measure eyesight.
Night blindness can be tested as can ability to
hear, to talk over a sound powered phone, or to
distinguish colors. The Germans developed some
elaborate instruments for measuring a man's re-
action tlnies, which were extremely valuable in
placing him in certain Jobs, All thef^e measures
are of al^^nlflcance to and are presently employed
by the JJavy,
I'easures such as these suggested above are
frequently referred to as te«ts» Testa can be ex-
tended to Include tests of a man's mental ability^
teclinlcal skill, or aptitude. Testing may Involve
act-aally doing something physically or it may bo
Biraply a matter of answering- written qiiestions.
The written question type of tests may be
employed to measure a great number of different
characteristics. There are tests designed to measure
general intelligence, achievement In varloiis areas.
Interest, or aptitude. All tests have limitations
and the written test is likely to be the most un-
certain. The manner In which a test is constructed,
the selection of test Items, the area being tested




It Is be;^ond the scope of this discussion
to £0 into tho field of tostlng and the statistics
involved. Summarizing the foregoing discussion,
the following should be kept in mind:
1. Individuals differ in a multitude of ways,
2. These Inrilvidual differences ere, for the
most part, differences In degree
#
3. The fact tliat t* ere are Individual differ-
ences is Important for selection, training,
and classification. '
The liavy's Peraonnel Olasslf Icetlon ^-yotem
The problem of personnel classification la
not a new one to the Navy, It has grown more com-»
plex with the passage of years, but personnel class-
ification is as old as the Navy Itself, Back In
the days of sail, about all the commanding; officer
had to worry about, was a system of designating
men as apprentices, ordinary seamen, able seamen,
boatswains, carpenters and perhaps a few gunners
and riflemen. The transition from sail to steam,
started when the U. S. S. tulton was launched in
1815« This transition was slow and remained
fundamentally unchan£;ed following World i^ar I,
The classification system likewise advanced at a
slow pace until i^orld War II, T'le advance made in
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the field of naval aviation and radio necessitated
expansion in tlie rating structure, but no change
was made In the method of classifying enlisted per-
sonnel •
The unprecedented expansion from approxi-
mately seventy five thousand men In 1938 to roughly
three and one half million men In 1943, soon reveal-
ed the Inadequacy of the classification system and
rating structure, as it then existed. In 1943,
the Enlisted Classification Section of the Bureau
of Naval Personnel started an extensive analysis
of all Kavy Jobf?. This analysis was necessary to
provide information to assl^^n a definite title and
numerical code to each of the more than eight
hundred Navy Jobs* The code iiad been found to be
the only iijeans whereby sufficient flexibility and
complete Identification could be obtained within
the Enlisted Navy Job Clasalf ioatlon system* This
job analysis pro^^ram had progressed sufficiently
by 1945 to i)erralt issuance of the anual of Enlist-
ed Kavy Job Classification. Early in 1946, the
Chief of ^^aval Personnel directed the ^"aval Service
to place trie procedure, outlined in this manual,
in effect throughout the service.
The classification manual is a work book
from which the assignment of s standard title and
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five-dl^lt numerical code to each enlisted man in
the Navy Is made. It lists all major jobs found
on s-'ips and stations tiirou^hout tlie Waval Establish-
ment. Through the assignment of these titles and
codon, a more refined detailing of enlisted per-
sonnel in terms of individual skills and the re-
quirements of jobs to be filled is being realize'^.
Under this system, ever;^ enlisted man is
assigned a title and code indicative of the Navy
Job he is best q allfled to perform. The code
numbers, together with the man's rating:, pos'tively
identifies hln with relation to the job skill he
possesses. This •nermlta use of the systetn for the
follov/ing purposes:
1. Aasi£.,njnent of men to ships and stations
in terms of their individual Wavy job
qualifications.
2. Identification of each man's Individual
job qualifications on draft lists and
availability reports.
3. Inclusion of Job qualifications data in
personnel accounting procedures.
4. Statement of complements of ships and
stations in terms of specific quail ?^ica-
tlons required for their efficient operation.
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5« Provision of precise terras for use in re-
questln£ personnel by qv.allfIcatlons*
6. Assiatanc© in the selection of personnel
for tralnlngt
Accompanying each jot listed in the job
claaaification system Is a brief definition of the
Job, This definition is not a complete analysia
of all the tasks involved. Rather, It Is intended
to Indicate those ;3l^nificant aspects of each job
which make it different from all others. Accompany*
Ing each definition Is a flve-dlglt code. This
code is assigned to personnel qualified to perform
this job, Listed separately, there is a two-digit
code which tells where the individual skill was
acquired.
When a man^s code is considered with his
ratin., plwcement officers may determine the parti-
cular skill an individual has acquired, where it
was acquired, and also the de^^ree of his super-
visory experience. In cases where a man las ac-
quired two or more basically different qualifica-
tions, the most important code and title are re-
corded as his primary Kavy job classification and
his next most Important skill is listed as hl«
secondary Navy job classification.
The code Is the key to distribution of en-
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listed personnel. In accordance with the Bureau's
directives, the code appears on all transfer orders,
correspondence, and on Pa^e nine of the Service
Record, after tlie rating, of every enlisted man.
When properly used, it reveals the specialized
duties for which an individual is qualified, hen
used in conjunction with Pages four A and four B,
the qualifications pa^es, of the enlisted service
record, it assists in the assignment of person-
nel to the Job for which each man is qualified to
perforin by experience and aptitude,
Por the purpose of maintaining accurate
and current information regarding the qualifica-
tions of enlisted personnel, it is essential that
new codes be assij^ned as a man procuresses to a
higher degree of skill. One practical system v/hich
could be adopted would be the assit^nment of classi-
fication code numbers at tlie time the quarterly per-
formance marks are assigned each man# Changes In
code numbers reported on the "Quarterly Remark
Cards" would then 'e taken directly from these cards
and appropriate entries made in the men's service
record and In the Personnel Accounting System.
In general, the system of classification
of personnel is most useful in determining the
orii^inal assit.nment of personnel reporting for
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duty. Classification information is available in
the assigned Navy Job code and In the qualification
pages (4A and 4B) , of the enlisted service i»ecord»
The potential Wavy recin.iit n^ets the first
of many classification procedures In the form of an
Applicant Qualifications Test (AQT), when he first
applies for enlistment at a Navy Recruiting Station.
The teat is administered by the recruiter to all
applicants for naval enlistment. The enlistee
must attain the current emitting score, v/hlch varies
with the manpower situation and I<}avy personnel re-
quirements, before he Is considered qualified for
enlistment in the llavy. This tost measures his
ability to learn, to thln'^, and to xinderstand in-
structions. The enlistee may also be admini^^tered
the Radio Technician Selection Test if he has In-
dicated a preference for Electronic Technician
Training. This test Is a aereening device to de-
termine the man's background in mathematics,
science, shop, electricity, and radio.
following enlistment in tlie ^%vy, the recruit
meets the main force of the classification program
in tlie form of the Navy Basic Test B^ittery and the
personal interview, at the Recruit Training Center.
The Navy basic Test Battery is a series
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of four tests and I3 administered to all recmiltst
These tests are defined below for informational
purposes?
1. General Classification Test (GCT)—
measures ability to learn to thinl^i and
to unclerstand Instructions, Important
In selecting men for training In a field
which requirea varying de rees of mental
alertness. This test is correlated with
the Applicant Qualifications Test (ASiT),
2t Arit>in»tical Reasoning Test (ART)—
measures computational accuracy and abll^
ity to use numbers In practical problems
such as calculating time and distance
•
Important in selecting trainees for rating
fields requiring arithmetic ability*
3» Clerical Aptitude Test (CLER)—» measures
speed and accuracy In performing clerical
work. Important in selecting men for
training in the yeoman and storel^eepep
ratin£3#
4, Mechanical Aptitude Test (MECH)— measures
potential ability for work of a mechanical
nature and familiarity with R»chanical
and electrical tools, principles and
<^^:
S7
operations. Important for selection of
trainees In the en^^lneoring, construction
and repair, electronics, electrical and
aviation fields.
The results of these tests are entered on
tlie enlisted service record pa£,e 4A-4B.
In order to provide continuity to the class-
ification program, all Receiving Stations within
the continental limits of the U.S. are staffed
with trained classification personnel. The ser-
vices of these trained personnel are available,
upon request, to any shore or fleet activity within
proximity of the Receiving Station. Assistance Is
available for the Job of coding of enlisted per-
sonnel, re-testing enlisted men who have not been
previously tested or for whom t e results of
previous testing \mve been lost, re -interviewing
for the purpose of preparing a service record
4A-4B where previous pages have been lost or not
prepared.
The prime duty of classification personnel
stationed at Receiving Stations, however, is to
interview and classify transient personnel passing
through tiielr respective stations. In this process,
specially qualified ersonnel are located for
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special billets, certain typos of personnel are
reported to the Bureau In accordance with current
Instructions, while others are recommended to ser-
vice force coimaands for assionniont to operating unite
of the fleet. During this screening process, any
gap appearing In the classification procedure line
will be filled, such as retestlng, preparing a
service record page 4A-4B, etc.
The qujillflcation pages (4A-.4B) of the en-
listed service record have replaced the Enlisted
Personnel Qualifications Card, which was devel-
oped during //orld War II. These pa(^es constitute
a complete record of the basic qualifications of
each man, to be used In assigning him to Navy
schools and ^^avy duties. It records the following
information regarding each mant
1. Full name, service number, rate at time
of interview and class.
2. Navy Basic Tost Battery test scores. All
scores are i^avy Standard Scores and
should not be confused with Kaw scores
based on one hundred per cent. As an
example, a Mvy standard Score of 66






3. Group Percentage Standing of test scores.
This information indicates the percentage
standing of the man*s scores as compared
with the scores of the entire enlisted
population of the Navy. To carry the above
example a step further, a Navy Standard
Score of 66 is in Group I and would place
the man in the highest seven per cent,
4. Special Test Scores such as radio, electronic
technicians test, sonar, or any other
special screening test in use and admin-
istered.
5. A complete resiirae of the man's civilian ed-
ucational background with emphasis on
certain significant studies such as
mathematics and physics.
6. A brief history of personal accomplish-
ments such as hobbies, sports, and talent
for public entertainment,
7. A brief resume of the man's work exper-
ience as a civilian, including the job
code as taken from the Dictionary of
Occupational Titles where applicable. This
information is a valuable guide in th©
assignment to a Navy job requiring
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similar experience as a ahipfltter (weld-
ing), or a yeoman (typing) and also for
finding m0n for special Jobs such as
tnick r!rlvln£,
8« Recom-nendfltlons and remarks made by th»
classification Interviewer, based upon
Information obtained during the personal
Interview of the man.
9« The Striker Hecomnendatlon, made after an
analysis of the test scores, motivation
for a particular clllet and previous ex-
perience*
The data on the q allflcatlon pages (4A-4B)
and the Kavy Job classification code are useful In
selecting men to fill vacancies which occur through
losses to schools and separation, Althou^ direct
replacement is ustially impossible except by up-
grading within divisions, the classification Infor-
msl^ion may be xxaed In locating strikers for ratlnii,a
which have to be recruited within the ship or
station.
Classification information is also useful
in locating various special arilitles as demands
occur. Among these are foreign langtiage Inter-




mechanical draftsmen, cartographers, barbers,
tailors, postal clerks or ©ntortalners*
The most Important single cons IdsratIon In
determining the assignment of personnel is the mil-
itary requirement of the ship or station. This la
expressed in terms of the need for men by particular
divisions, departments or activities. Since the
placement problem is essentially one of flttlnt?; a
given number of n»n Into an equal number of Jobs,
with no spares left over, it is obvious that many
compromises must be lade. In determining personnel
assignments, the interests and ambitions of the In*
dividual are next in order of Importance to tba
military requirements These factors, based upon
a variety of Intangible qualities, which comprise
the personality, are very difficult to analyze.
They cannot be listed on the man's qualification
pa^es of his service record, except as implied by
the total picture of the individual as presented
by the data contained on those pa^es. They are not
constant qualities which can be easily measured.
They vary w^h fluctuations in temperament and with
the conditions to which the individual is required
to adjust himself, Tlils Is vyhere the field of




Some of the motives which underlie individual
choices for duty are: a desire to learn a useful
trade; to continue in a trade in which previous-
ly employed; a desire for the same duty as a parent,
relstive, or a friend already in the service; a
desire to be in the same division with friends or
companions; an attachment to, or respect for,
particular officers or petty officers and converse-
ly dlsli^K:e of the same; a desire to be in a divi-
sion or activity which is believed to offer most
opportunity for advanceraent in rating; a desire to
be assigned duty which pays extra-compensation} or
a desire to be topside or conversely below decks*
Care must be exercised by the Placement
Officer to analyze requests for particular duty
assignments* It should be emphasized that tho
reasons for choice of duty, as stated by Individuals,
are sometimes based on erroneous information
picked up by "Scuttlebutt", often within an hour
after reporting aboard. TJie Placement Officer
should investigate the reasons underlying the pre-
ferences for duty and consider the whole picture,
the exoressed desire, the back^^round of experience,
and the liavy Job Classification Code*
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Experience iias demonstrated that the individ-
ual with a strong desire for a particular type of
duty will usually, by perseverance, eventually wind
up in that duty# In view of this, it is reconnended
that wherever possible and consistent with the
needs of the service, men be assigned duties for
which they show strong Individual preferences, if
In all other respects qualified.
The potential striker recommendation of
the classification interviewer contained on page
4B of the service record usually indicates individ-
ual motivation* However, It Is recommended that
personnel not be assigned to duty solely on tha
basis of information which appears on this page,
whe ever this can be avoided. Variations in the
qualities and characteristics of interviewers and
interviewees is in itself sufficient reason for
not placing complete faith in the cold data which
appear on the document. Also personal consideration
of the duty assignment of newly arrived individual
has a beneficial Influence upon his morale even
though his eventual assignment may be no r?lfferent
from that which would have been ^ade by random
choice. V/hen it is considered that the intangible
factors of the i)ersonality so markedly affect
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successful placement. It ahoul4 b© obvious that
there Is no satisfactory substitute for the place*
ment interview prior to assignment*
Conclusion
The backei,round, development and mechanics
of the classification system used in tiie Navy, have
been described so far in this chapter. It has
been shown how classification evolved, gradually
over a long period of time, then, dxirlng World War
II, was forced on the Havy due to the enormous ex»
pans ion of the Navy. Classification became most
essential in order that the hundreds of thousands
of men coming into the service could be properly
assigned and trained. The uavy was slow in
starting its classification program, but when the
need became evident, every effort was inade to mak«
up for the lost time, and all in all, a very
commendable Job was done, i^Iany glaring errors
were made. The plan was oversold in some cases.
Some opposition was enc juntered in both the forces
afloat and achore. A commanding officer resented
the implication that he could not place his man
in accordance with his own best jud,.:;nent and his
individual needs. ^ lassiflcation was not intended
;.^
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to deprive the commanding officer of this prerogative.
It was Intended to be a guide and an aid in the
original placement of personnel on a large scale,
such as new construction. The commanding officer
was encouraged to c^iange the individual classifica-
tion wliere it was obviously made in error*
It took considerable time to train qualified
personnel to conduct t^ie interviews and to nsake
proper classifications. However, by the end of the
war, sufficient personnel were available and ths
classification program was functioning efficiently*
iVlth the rapid demooili^atlon of the %vy, immediate-
ly after tne war, classification alone with many
other programs, received a very definite set-back.
Most of the qijialifled classifiers, Bmown as
"Specialists (C)", were fjeparated from the service.
The program was maintained Insplte of all
the difficulties and la in operation today. The
process lias been somewhat stabilized, but is still
bein£, revised in minor respects. At the present
time, classification data are available fop
approximately one third of the enlisted personnel
of the regular navy. Practically no classification
data are available for enlisted personnel of the
organized and volunteer reserve, vVith the small
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number of qualified classifiers, now In the Diavy,
it is eatlmatod that It will take about five years
to o' tain the needed data on the enlisted peraon-
nel of the i»egular Kavy and the organized Reserve,
Thus, it is evident that the I^avy still
has a real problem on Its hands In regard to class-
ification. There is no cut and dried or easy
solution. With the new rating struct'sire, which
becomes effective in January, 1948, provision is
made for a new ratin^i called a "personnel man** (PN)*
This rating will include the duties of a classifier.
If tlie I^avy can put sufficient qualified men In
schools and train them In the duties of the "r>er
sonnel man", a considerable step forward will be
made toward the solution of the classification
problem. In addition to the schools ashore, it
will be necessary to establish comprehensive
"within comiTiand" classification training programs
both afloat and ashore*
Class ification of the organlased and
Volunteer Reserve also warrants cons5.derable study.
If the liation is to be prepared for hostilities,




Eeservafi be In readiness for iinmedlate and orderly
mobilization and effective assignment. Reserve
personnel can be mobilized speedily only If billet*
have been analyzed adequately and the needed qual-
ifications of personnel >iave been classified and
recorded so that they can be matched to billet
requirements. The goal is obviously for the
Bureau of Naval Personnel to have sufficient date
to know what kinds of billets it imist fill, what
kind of personnel It already has available, what
kinds it can get from the civilian population and
have the machinery set and ready to go at any
time to procure and assign the personnel quickly and
accurately. It Is realized that this is a rather
large order, b^t It is a goal toward which the
Bureau is dire -ting its efforts. It will take
considerable research, time and money to attain
this goal.
Another problem which has become evident
during this st^ dy of enlisted classification, is
the necessity of closer Integration at the Bureau
level of the Enltsted Classification Unit and the
Personnel Accounting Unit, Tiiese two units have
developed ind pendently during the past few years
and have possibly reached the sta^^e now w^^.ere they
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should work more closely, one with the other^
The olasalficatlon of enlisted personnel Is
an Important phase of t-e whole personnel prohlexn.
It is here to stay and atlU has many Improvements
which will have to be made.

CHAPTER III
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CHAPTER III
THE DISTRIBIJTIOK OF EHLISTED PERSONNEL
IN TliE UNITED STATES NAVY
Introduction! " w wiM I I—
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In the two prevloiis chapters of this study,
the personnel accountln^^ system and ti^ie classifica-
tion of personnel have been consldQ3?ed. Distribu-
tion, the subject of this chapter. Is dependent to
a lar^^e extent on both accounting and classification.
These two control feat ires are essential for rapid
ad efficient distribution. The problem of dis-
tribution is a very complex one, yet it is the one
personnel problem which directly affects an en-
listed man and It is of vital Interest to him.
Theoretically, If personnel accounting and class-
ification are properly carried out, the next step,
which is distribution, should not be too difficult.
The ideal organization is one in which
every individual Is doing the work for which he is
best fitted. The aim of dlstrlbutloriils to attain,
as nearly as possl de, this Ideal,
When a man is placed In a billet for which
ne is not suited, either tlirou^h tralnlni^,, exper-






Interested In the work? he will not have any incen-
tive for arlvancementi he will be discontented; hia
morele will be low; and any attempt to motivate
him will, in all probability, .:e wasted effort.
As a result, his usefiilnesa to the Navy will b«
almost destroyed.
But let us olace this same man in a billet
where he can use skills which he has learned, or
which «re related to some he has acquired by pre-
vious experience, or which he finds he can learn
easily and we have a very different situation.
Here the man is contented and his morale is high
because he derives satisfaction out of his work.
His work meets the approval of his superior and
he can look ahead with certainty to advancement.
He is satisfied in the present and has a feeling
of security In the future. Such a man is not
only valuable to the Navy himself, but he can easily
have a favorable effect on those with whom he works.
The work of choosing and aasl^':ning th«
rii^ht man to the right billet is the work of dis-
tribution.
An oversimplified picture of distribution
is held by many people. On the surface it seems
to be simply a raetter of placing round pe^iS in
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round holes and square pe^^s In square holes. But
there Is much more to tiie process than that. Dis-
tribution niust not be so crude that the work to ba
done Is retarded, nor should It be so refined that
the effort spent upon it exceeds the value of the
process. In brief. It is a problem involving
finding the maxiinuia efficiency for minimum selection
efforts*
In a large organization where billets
should be properly filled and every man assljj,ned
a duty W'lich will use his abilities to the utmost,
proper distribution necessitates knowing the
following:
1. The nature of the billet to be filled
2. The nature of all the other billets
3. The q allfications of ti:ie man considered
for the billet
4. The qualifications of all the other men
in the £;roup
For greatest efficiency within any organic
zatlon all these factors should be known* For
organizations hiring only a few applicants from
the general population, the emphasis is of necess-
ity placed on the Job within the organization
and the qualifications of the apolicant. For
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mobilization of manpower of a total nation, as in
the case of /vorld War II, the complexity of th«
problem is far t^reater, for many more factors
must be considered.
In an organization like the ^^avy, the best
over-all distribution requires appraisal of the
whole mass of possible billets and the whole group
of men. Thus it may be that in some instances,
men who are less qualified, but who can learn
the work quickly, may be selected for some bil-
lets which could have been filled by men who
already have all the qualifications for the billets,
The latter group In turn may have to be pltced in
billets for which they must be trained, but for
which they possess the greatest altitude and hence
the greatest chance to succeed,
Dlstribi?tlon Is the phase of personnel
control which has been most criticized in the Navy,
Due to the complex nature of Navy Jobs, it is
impossible to find personnel, who have been
trained in civilian life, to fill all the typea
of Kavy jobs. It thus ecomes necessary to take
personnel, who ar^ alr^eady qualified for n certain
job, and train them for some more complex Navy
job. This applies especially in the hi^^hly
:oc
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mobilization of manpower of a total nation, aa in
the case of World War II, the complexity of the
problem is far greater, for many more factors
must be consideredt
In an organization like the l^avy, the boet
over-all dlstrllnitlon requires appraisal of th«
whole mass of possible billets and the whole
^roup of men» Thus it may be that In some in-
stances, m&n who are less qualified, but who can
learn the work quickly, may be selected for some
billets which could have been filled by men who
already have ell the qualifice t ions for the billets*
The latter group in turn may liave to be placed in
billets for which they m^iat be trained, but for
which they possess the greatest aptitude and hence
the greatest chance to succeed*
Distribution is the ph-ase of personnel
control which has been most criticized in the ?Javy,
I3ue to the complex nature of Navy jobs. It la
Impossible to find personnel, who have been
trained in civilian life, to fill all the types
of Havy jobs. It this becomes necessary to takt
personnel, who are already qualified for a certain
job, and train thej^i for some more complex Havy
Job. This applies especially in the highly
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technical billets in the field of electronics,
miclear physics, guided missiles and the like.
Distribution is thus affected by the whole training
picture • During Vsorld War II, with the rapid ex-*
pans ion of the l^avy, it was found tliat there was
an excess of personnel entering the I^avy from
many fields of civilian life, such as lawyers,
salesmen, farm laborers. Their qualifications
were excellent, but the Navy had too many of them»
They had to be trained to do other Jobs which were
of more value to the ^^avy. This is one phase of
the disfcricution problem which seerns to be most
difficult to explain to the layman. It isn't
just a matter of fitting "round pegs into round
holes**. The Navy has to make round pCi^s out of
square pegs to fit some of Its very complex round
holes.
This study will give a brief description
of the ciirrent distribution organisation and pol-
icy in the Bureau of Naval Personnel and in the
Administrative Commands ashore and afloat » It
will compare the ;^avy distribution system with






Dlatrlbution Orp^anizatlon and Policy
In the Bureau of Naval Personnel
The basis of all enlisted disti^lbvttlon in
the Navy is the "Operating Force Plan", It is the
function of the Oxjeratlng Force Plan to specify
the allocation of personnel to the various elements
of the Naval Establishment and to keep the overall
allocation within the prospective availability of
personnel. These allocations, when transforrt^d
into allowances, are Intended to indicate the
number, and qualifications of the personnel re*
quired by the indlvidiial activities to carry out
currently assigned missions under normal conditions.
The Deputy Chief of i*aval Operations for
Personnel, vv lo is in the highest echelon of th«
Navy Department, determines from the curi^nt
Operating Force Plan, the number of men required
to man all the ships and stations* Knowing what
ships and stations are to be operated, it is
then necessary to df^termlne how many personnel
will be allotted to each ship and shore station.
This is done in the Complements and Allowances
Section of the Bureau of Kaval Personnel. An
"allowance sheet" is made up for each ship and for





This ship's complement is Its manpower
"budget. Prepared and issued by the Bureau of
IJaval Personnel, the complement for a particular
type and class of sMp e.^tabllshet the number and
kinds of men doerned neoessary to operate the ship.
Complements vary from ship to ship or among ship
types and classes In accordance with several fact-
ors, including: stations to be manned during battle
and watch, equipment to be operated, and limitations
as to living snace and weight as established by
the Bureau of Ships, tVhen these factors are trans-
lated into terms of ratings, nay grades, and
eventually Job classifications, the resulting
complement becomes the basis of personnel actions
for that ship. The ship will organize Its men
into divisions and watch sections in accordance
with the complement end men will be derailed to
the ship and transferred from it in accordance
with the complement as modified by the current
allowance for the ship.
Allowances reprcGent the number and kinds
of m&n to l>e act>mlly assigned to a ship, Where as
complementvS are relatively tables, changing only
as there are physical modifications in ships,
allowances may vary from tixa© to time in accordance
©
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with the size of the naval force. In wartlin©,
complements may even be exceeded slightly for such
purposes as training men to be subsequently trans-
ferred to newly constructed ships. During peace-
time, however, vvien battles are not imminent and
when the naval force Is re^ncec^, allowances may b«
considerably below complements.
The Bureau's policy Is that the individual
and composite allowances are to be used as a ^uide
in the distribution of personnel and it is not ex-
pected that they be adhered to rigidly by any of
the distribution agencies. Account must be taken
of the ever c>ian£;ing employment of the fleet units
and the fluctuating work load Imposed on the elements
of the supporting shore establishment • The avail-
able personnel must be distributed on a day-to-
day basis to rrmet best the needs of the Kaval
Establishment, T>ie Bureau does not distribute
personnel to toe various Ka /al Districts on a
flat percentage basis. Consideration is £-i/©n to
conditions which have come to the attention of
the Bureau and indicate t>^t, at the moment, one
District requires a higher percentage of its
allowance than another Naval District.
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with the size of the naval force. In wartime,
complements may even be exceeded sliji^tly for such
purposes as training men to be subsequently trans*
ferred to newly constructed ships* During peace-
time, however, wnen battles are not Imminent and
when the naval force is rer^uce^^, allowances may b«
considerably below complements
#
The Bureau's policy is that the Individual
and composite allowar-ces are to be used as a ^ulde
In the distribution of personnel and It Is not ex-
pected that they be adhered to rigidly by any of
the distribution a£;encles« Account must be taken
of the ever changing employment of the fleet unit*
and the fluctuating work load Imposed on the elements
of the supporting inhere establ5shment# The avail-
able personnel must be distributed on a day-to-
day basis to rneet best the needs of the Kaval
Establishment* Tlie Bureau does not distribute
personnel to t ne various Ha /al Districts on a
flat percentage basis. Consideration is given to
conditions which have come to the attention of
the Biireavi and indicate t>iat, at the moment, on«
District requires a higher percentage of its
allowance than another Naval District*
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iVhen the Wavy has sr,fflci9nt persomel
available to match the linos of tVie Operating
Force Plan, distribution Is not such a difficult
problem. However, that situation is very rarely
met, especially d 5j»ln£ times of peace*
The Bureau of Naval Personnel Is eiiarged^
by Kavy Regulations, vrith the assliininent to d\ity
of all enlisted rrien. This duty includes the
supply, distribution, transfer and special as-
signment of enlisted personnel to meet the re-
quirements of the fleet and shore eateblishinentt
Distribution of enlistee' personnel, which
originates at the Bureau level, is performed under
the Assistant Chief of iiaval Personnel for Opera-
tions. He iias under him a Director of P>ilisted
Distrib-ition. The Distribution Division Is sub-






The bulk of the distribution process is conducted
under the Detailing Section.
The Bureau distributes enlisted personnel
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to the major commands afloat and ashore, plus a
few special activities, uaually designated by the
Chief of Naval Operations In the Interest of
efficiency and flexibility, the Chief of T^aval
Personnel delegates the distribution of enlisted
personnel to arimlnlstrative commands # Thus tha
distribiition of enlisted persomiel follows tha
clearly established command channels defined by
the Chief of Naval Operations*
For the Forces Afloot, the distribution
cViannels originate with and are controlled by
the Commanders in Chief of the Pacific and tha
Atlantic Fleets.
The Comiander Service Force Pacific Fleet,
under the direction of the Commander in Chief,
Pacific Fleet, is charged with the assignment and
distribution of enlisted personnel to the below
listed activities Coimnander Western Sea Frontier
is the West Coast representative of Coramander
Service Force, Pacific, for distributing person-
nel, and is the consnand to whom personnel for tha
Pacific 1 leet are nDrmally made available from




List of activities under the Gorsmander
Service Force Pacific I'leet:
1. ^Irst Task i^leet
S. U. 3, Kaval Forces Western Pacific
3. Air Force Pacific
4, Submarine lorce Pacific
5» Outl;y'in^ Bases
6» llaval Air Tra sport Service Pacific
7« ;,aval Air Transport Seryloe Asiatic
3. Sea Frontier Forces
9, Pacific Reserve ileot
10» U, S, Naval Forces Philippines
11. U, S. Naval Transport Sor/lce Pacific
12. Construction Battalion Activities
13. i'ourteenth and Seventeenth Kaval Districts
14. Training Command Pacific
15. Fleet Schools in the Pacific Area
The Commancler Service iorce, Atlantic
Fleet, Suborfllnate Command, under the direction of
the Coiamander In Chief, Atlantic Fleet, Is c>iarged
with tlie assl^^nment and distrib tlon of enlisted
personnel to the ' elow listed activities:
1» Second Task Fleet




3. Air Force Atlantic
4, Submarine Force Atlantic
5» Operation Development Force
6. Outlyino Bases
7« Naval Air Transport Service Atlantic
8« Sea Frontier Forces
9. Naval Transport Service Atlantic
10« Construction Battalion Activities
11, Tenth and Fifteenth Navnl Districts
12 • Training Gomnand Atlantic
13. Fleet Schools Atlantic, Outside U. S,
14# Atlantic Reserve Pleet
Distrlbiitlon ashore is made by the Detailing
Section, in the Bureau, direct to the various
Bureaus, Boards and Offices in Washington. Also
direct to all District Commandants, except the
Tenth, I oxirteenth. Fifteenth and Seventeenth Dis-
tricts. Also direct to the following miscellaneous
activities!
1. Comraander ^^aval Air Training Coimaand




3« Potomac River Naval Command
4, Severn River Haval Cotmnand
6» New ConstriActlon
6* Construction Battalion Training Center
7. Recruiting and Indnctlon
8t Naval Mlaslona and Attaches
9» Coinmunlcatlon Sec -rity and Intelligence
10. Officer Procurement Offices
11» Commanding Generals, Quantlco and Parrls
Island
12* Bureau Schools
13, Instructors Service Schools
14 • Fiecruit Training Centers
The Bureau Ima established what Is known
as the "Shore Duty Eligibility List". The purpose
of this list Is to set up a methorl of rotation of
duty ashore and afloat. It Is very desirable to
offer men, who have served long >erlods at soa, or
at overseas bases, s tour of duty in the continental
naval districts, river commands and naval air
training commands in the United States. The
guiding principle being that the i?mn with the long-
est sea dnty will be selected from the eligibility
list for transfer to r>hore duty. Comrnandlng officers




Of Naval Personnel Individual requosta for shore
duty, submitted by enlisted men who ineet the fol-
lowing requirements:
1. Serving in the Regular Navy with two yoars
obligated service remainini^ on their
current enlistment or enlistment extended,
2. To be eligible for consideration, enlisted
personnel must have served a ininlnnim of
four years continuously at sea or at over-
seas bases, except for aviation branch
ratings who way submit applications for
t}w shore duty eli^^ibllity list after
three years of sea duty»
The requests should give t;:ree choices of
shore duty, which should be indicated by naval
diatriot and desired locality within the district.
Th« Bureau selects men from the shore duty ellgl-
bllity list to fill vacancies in shore allowances.
This system has not proved to be of equal advantage
to all enlisted men. Due to the nature of Jobs,
there are many rates which have few billets ashore.
The boatswains mate, water tender and machinist mate
rating groups are good examples. At the present
tJjaie, there are several thousand on the shore duty





Boatswains Mates, Chief Watertenders and Chief
Machinist .uates, for which pates all the present
shore billets are filled. The Bureau publicizes
the fact that there are thousands of billets
available for men in the critical rates and In the
lower petty officer and non rated grades, but still
does not receive many requests from this group*
Because of this situation, the Bureau is forced to
distribute new recruits direct from the Training
Centers to some shore billets. This Is a morale
problem and one which merits much further study#
The Bureau has also Instituted what la
called a "Shore Duty Survey**, in order to keep
accurate data on shore duty billets available.
Shore stations are required to submit direct to
the Bureau a quarterly report of personnel who
have been on continuous shore duty for a period
of two years, or longer. In this manner the
Bureau is able to maintain close contact with
available shore duty vacancies and to increase
the flow of personnel from sea to sh03*e duty.
This problem of shore duty may gradually Improve
with the Increased number of shore billets which
ai^ being developed In the so-called new Navy.
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Undoubtedly the havy of the future will have in»
creased need for more and more shore billets. The
exact proportion of sea to shore billets Is not
available, but a recent check showed that shore
billets were about eq al In number to sea billets.
The immediate problem is to find shore billets for
those men in the surplus ratings, who have served
at sea continuously for ten, fifteen or twenty
years. In some Instances, these men are willing to
wait many years for a particular shore billet. The
Bureau should inform these men of their status and
give them some estimate as to when they can ex-
pect to ^et the billet in question, and perhaps
advise them to accept some other billet which is
then available.
Distribution by Administrative Commanders
Afloat
Distribution has been discusser! at the
Bureau level and In the shore establistaent. To
show how distribution by Administrative Commanders
afloat is carried out, the process followed by the
West Coast distribution agency. Commander Western
Sea Frontier, and one of the Fleet Type Commanders




As was previously stater?. Commander Western
Sea Frontier Is the distribution agency for the
CoHiraander In Chief, Pacific i^leet, through Commander
Service force Pacific. The Detailing Section In
the Bureau adviaes Commander Service Force Pacific
and Comtnander Western Sea Frontier, usually about
three irionths in advance, tlie number of ^mn which
will be allotted to that agency for dlatrlbuj|jion
each month. Commander Service Force, Pacific,
through the personnel accounting system, knows the
approximate requirements of the various correnands.
He then directs Comnmnder kiseatern Sea Frontier to
transfer the men to the various type commanders
and other activities under his jurisdiction.
Up to this point, trie distribution figures are
numbers, not rates or names.
The next step is made when the Detailing
Section, in the Bureau, directs service schools.
District Commandants and the Training Centers to
transfer men, of specified rating?., to the nearest
West Coast Receiving Station, for assignment by
Commander Vestorn Sea Front ^er. As t^ese men re-
port in to the Receiving Station, t';iey are reported
to Commander Western Sea Frontier, by name, explr-
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ation of anils tment date, age, race. Navy job code
nxxmber, rate and £en0ral classification test score.
Distribution Is then made by Commander Western Sea
Frontier, as these xm&n are made available, to the
activities under his jurisdiction, us5.ng the re-
quirements and demands previously submitted by
these commands. The available men are assigned
In accordance with percenta^^es and priorities set
up by Commander Service Force Pacific,
The tleet Type Commanders, such as Commander
Betdeship8#Crui3ers, Pacific, are usually able to
notify Commander s/estern Sea Frontier, in advance
the ships under ttieir command which are to receive
the new men^ The actual transfer is usually made
direct to the ship by Commander Wefitern Sea Frontier.
In some cases, the Type Com;nander ho 3 tlie draft of
m&n, assi^^ned to him, sent to one of his unit
commanders for further assignment within the unit.
This is usually applicable to the Destroyer Divl-»
sions operating In the .Ve stern Pacific,
During World Wnr II, distribution of per-
sonnel was somewhat simplified and expedited by
establishing personnel pools in the forward areas.
Personnel were supplied these pools by Commander
Service Force Pacific, who in turn Imd been

assigned the personnel by the Detailing Section In
the Bureau,
Ships In the forward area would submit
requests and receive personnel by rate and number
direct from the r>ervlce Force Representatives, who
admlnlstei»ea these pools. The Type Commanders
were not Involved in distribution at that tlrne.
This system proved very workable end undoubtedly
speeded up, considerably, the distribution of
personnel during the war. However, It cannot ba
followed in peace time. There has always been a
shortage of personnel in peace time. The Type
Comiiianders iiave had to be included in the system.
In peace time, to control the quotas and allocetlona
of the ships for which they are responsible. It
Is their responsibility to have the ships ready
for scheduled operation and emergencies, therefore
they mil at have some control of the personnel avail-
able to itian their ships.
Distribution of Enlisted Personnel
In the Army
There lias been some contention that the
Havy could Improve its system of distribution by
adopting some of the methods used by the Array and
.4Crii <?
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the Marine Corps, A brief description of the Army
and the Marine Corps systems and a comparison with
tiie Navy's syutem follows.
Due to the differences in ti^i© basic organi-
zations of the Army and the i^avy there are many
differences in their personnel distribution systems*
The Army is divided basically into the Army
Groxmd forces, the Technical Services and the Air
Force??. In this diRcnasion, the distrib\ition of
personnel in the Air Forces will not be covered.
However, it is true that the Army Air lorces dis-
tribution system is quite similar to that of thm
Ground Forces.
In the Army Ground lorces, the armies are
numbered for the Zones of the Interior. lor example,
we ha/e the Sixth Army, with headq-^artors In "^^an
Francisco, and the x ourth Array with headqiiarters
in Fort Sam Ro^?ston, Texas, The Commanding
Generals of these Armies have more authority than
similar commands in the Kavy« These Army Coimaanders
administer tlieir armies in great detail and thu«
have close control of their personnel. The dis-
tribution of per.*?onnel within an Array is controlled
entirely by the Army com>nander. T lere Is more de-




Th© Army has what It calls "Class one"
and "Glass two" activities. The class one activ-
ities are installations, stations and units« such
as Ft# Mc Arthur, California; The Presidio at San
Franc isCO J and i*t, Lewis, Washington. The class
two activities are the service units such as t>yi
named general hospitals, overseas replaceinent
depots and ordnance arsenals. T>ie Army Comniandep
is reaponsible for the distribution of personnel
to the class one activities imder his command, but
the Chiefs of the Technical Services, in the ^Var
Departinent, are resnonsible for the distribution of
personnel to t le class two activities, of their
respective branciies, in all the various Army areas.
To illustrate, the CoTnmanding General of the Sixth
Army is responsible for the dlstrlbitlon of per-
sonnel to the Post at Fort Lewis, but the Surgeon
General of the Array Is responsible for the distrib-
iition of i:>er8onnel to the ^-^^digan General Hospital,
also located at Fort Lewis.
The Army's Assistant Chief of Sfeaff for
Personnel (Gl) and its Adjutant Generals office
correspond somewhat to the Kavy Deputy Chief of
^, fiiETa-j
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l^aval Operations for Personnel and the Bureau of
Naval Personnel. The Army has placed its training
function under its Assistant Chief of Staff for
Operations and Training (03), whereas in the Havy,
training of personnel is carried out by the Bureau
of %val Personnel, This difference in organization
is reflected very noticeably in the distribution
of personnel to the service schools. The so-*
called "Bureau schools" of the Navy are operated
directly under the Bureau and the quotas for these
schools act up and administered by the Bureau*
In the Amny, G3 operates the schools and determines
the quotas, while Gl furnishes the personnel.
Each Army tactical unit is assigned, at
the War Deportment level, a ts :le of Organization
and Equipment, This table gives the military
occtipattonal specialty number and classification
of all personnel, with their equipment, author-
ized for each activity. This table la controlled
at the War Departrnent level, and cannot be c>iang»d
by an Army Commander, This table corresponds very
closely to the %vy'fl allowance lists, but it gives
more detailed information on classification of the





tb» War Department level, a "Bulk Allotnant of
Pepsonnel**. The Army Commander assigns this bulk
allotment, on the basis of his "Table of Dlstrliga-
tion", to the class one activities under his
Jurisdiction, except the Tactical Units. In actual
practice, distribution Is generally made b;^ the
War Departrnent to the Tactical Un^ts, directly
from the Replacement Training Centers. TheArmy
Coraraanders request their "Bulk Allotraent" re*
placements from the War Department and distribute
them to their sctlvltles in accordance with the
Tables of Dlstrlbiition. The Army Cormnander haa
the final say on these Tablea of Distribution, and
they are not approved by the War Department.
From the »*ar Departraent level, distribution Is
made in accordance with the tables of Organization
and Equipnent, the fJulk Allotusents of the Army
Commanders and the Bulk Allotinents to tlie Chiefs
of the Technical Services and the Service schools,
as specified by G3«
One very good feature of the Army distribu-
tion system is the feature of stabilization or
permanence of station. It is not very unusual
during peace time, for an enlisted rtmn in the Army
jnmam€i
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to be stationed at on© post for his entire Army
enlistment. This feature Is of considerable
Importance from the morale viewpoint* Perhaps the
Navy can devise some way to give more permanence
of station in peece time, too« The l^avy's problem
is miich more complex since sea dnty and permanenoe
of station are in direct opposition.
It seems quite logical that the Army's
procedure of establishlne, in the field, the
Tables of Distribution for their local activities
could be used ad^/anta(^eously by the lSavy« The
District Commandant should be given an over-all
allowance by the Bureau, but he should establish
his own local allowances in accordance with hie
local mission and ever changing situs tions*
Distribution of %rine Corps Personnel
The distribution of enlisted men in the
Marine Corps has some features which are consider**
ably different from both ttie ^*avy and tiie Army
syste'^s. Being a sinaller organization. It is
possible to give more personal attention to the
individual enlister"! man» In qiiite a few ceseo,
the man's request as to the type and location of




In general, the Marine rottrulta east of
the Mississippi go to the Recruit Depot at Parrls
Island, South Carolina, while those west of the
Mlsslaslppl go to the Recruit Depot at the Marine
Corps Base at 3an Diego, California • After basic
training In these depots, they are sent either to
I^ew River, liorth Carolina, or to Camp Pendleton,
California, for advanced training alon^^ combat
lines*
During World War II, t^iese two commands
organized the combat teams and replacement
battalions by including specialists with the
trained recruits. These specialists were trained
at the Marine barracks. Quant Ico, Virginia | at
Mew River, North Carolina; at the Marine Base^
San Diego; and at Camp Pendleton. Upon formation
of the units, either replacement or tactical,
they were sta^^ed through Camp Pendleton and then
trans••shipped overseas from San Diego, San Pedro,
or San Francisco, their destination being the
various units of the Bleet Marine Force, as deter-
mined by the Commanding General, Fleet ^larlne Force,
stationed in the Forward area.
Fleet 'arlne i orce distribution centers
were maintained at various stations in the Pacific,
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such aa Foarl Harbor, Hew Caledonia, <juadaleanal,
Saipan, and Okinawa. Upon arrival of the unit
overseas, men of the replacement battalions wei*6
distributed by name and specification serial number
as the Immediate needs dictated* The marine's
si>eclfIcatlon serial number corresponds to the
Navy's job code number. The organized combat units
were distributed Intact, as conditions warranted.
The Marine replacement battalion contained a per-
centa^^e of all the so-called 'specialists', such
as engineers, artillerymen , scouts, snipers, radio-
men, ani. cooko.
Upon return from overseas, men passed
throiie;h the vvest Coast Reclaas if Icatlon and Re-
distribution Center at the Marine Corps Base, San
Diego* Those men, after being re-classlf led, were
assigned some continental station for a period
of at least six months. Each man was assl^^ned, aa
far as possible, to the station selected by him,
and in addition he was given a thirty day furlough.
In general, it was possible to carry out the above
policy.
All of the above nertalns to the distribu-
tion of Marine Corps personnel during World War II.
al ai r . «-.r^ g>i .^1 f s.TTnt dff:t 8 ^
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The distribution system In peace time Is essential-
ly the same, except that the units are smaller.
Distribution on the east coast and to
stations in the Caribbean, Panama, and to Europe,
is made directly by the Commandant of the i^Iarine
Corps in »'>'a8hin£ton# The Commanding General of
the Fleet Marine Force Atlantic, also receives
personnel for distribution, within his Force,
directly from Washington.
Distribution on the west coast has been
delegated to the Commanding Creneral, Fleet Marine
Force, Pacific, for all the units of his i orce
and to the Com^inanding General, Department of th«
Pacific for all other stations and units on the
west coast, in Alaska and in the Pacific area,
except China, Tae Department of the Pacific has
administrative Jurisdiction over liiarinea in the
Eleventh, Twelfth and Tillrteenth Naval Districts,
not including the tleet Marine Force. The I^larlne
Corps Headquarters has delegated practically all
enlisted distribution functions to the Department
of the Pacific in the area covere I by those Dis-
tricts.
Recently the Reclassification and Hedlstrl-
butlon Center was moved from San L)lego to San







Francisco, and placed directly under the Depart-
ment of the Pacific* The present policy Is to
rotate m&n periodically In the outlying bases,
such as Guam, Okinawa and Hawaii, and to return
them to the State.^i, after a two year tour. The
returning personnel pass throui^h the reclassifica-
tion and redistribution center and are ordered to
the various continental stations of their choice,
for a tour of duty af at least six months After
a man has served within the continental limits
for six months, he is eligible for duty overseas*
These overseas replacements are controlled b^ th©
Marine Corps Headquarter;- • T « Depart.'nent of the
Pacific makes up an overseas replaceiiient draft
from the new recruits assigned by Headquarters,
and by requisitioning men from the various stations
under Its j- risdiction. The enlisted man, due to
go over ••A«g la first granted all accumulated
leave, up to sixty days, before he is ordered
outside of the Jnlter' States, This, in effect,
alerts the nan for overseas duty, and is a very
fine morale factor,
Gon^ildered as a whole, t\ie ^rlne Corps
distribution system is moi»e centralized than either









Is handled directly from iuarlne Corps ^ieadquartera,
except that delegated to the two Fiarlne Force
CoTnmanders and to the Department of the Pacific.
The Department of the Pacific Is a featiire entlre-»
ly unique for the Marine Corps* The policy of
using this command, almost excliislvely, for dls-*
trlbutlon of personnel on the west coast has many
very desirable features. Like the other two
branches of t'^e Armed forces, distribution of
aviation personnel Is controlled entirely and
separately b^ the karlne Corps Air Forces. Also,
In the I/iarlne Corps, all supply or quarter aster
personnel are distributed exclusively by the
Paymaster G-oneral of tlie Marine Corps. This policy
appears to have sorae undesirable features.
Conclusion
It has been shown how personnel accounting
and classification are essential for distribution
of personnel. The purpose of personnel accounting
and classification is to furnish the data upon
which distribution Is cor trolled. Tie re ls a great
loss of man power in the l^avy due to men beln^ on
leave, in transit between stations, in hospitals
and In prisons. The number in transit between
ritev
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stations constitutaa the greatest loss, but 5-t
could be 4^reatly reduced If proper accounting and
classification were conducted all down the line.
Theoretically, perfect accounting and classification
would raean that the number of aen at receiving
stations would be rer'uce 1 to zero. The Bureau
does not approve of frequent transfers or of trans-
fers made without regard to the best interests
of the service. It has been found by experience
that frequent transfers deprive the individual of
a sense of personal interest and responsibility.
However, all elne being equal, due consideration
should be given to the individual requests for duty
on particular ships or in certain localities.
As previously stated tliere are many complex
problems In connection with distribution of per*
sonnel. trom the viewpoint of a commanding officer
of a ship or station, the Bureau of Naval Person-
nel's ultimate assignment Is to man a ship or
station. Procr^rement, selectio;^, classification,
accounting and trainin^^ of personnel are prelim-
inary steps in the acco^-plishment of this assign-
ment. TYm Comrrianding Of leer Is not concerned with
the administrative raacMiiery of the Bureau. lie
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wants the personnel, in accordance with his assigned
allowance, necessary to operate his coaimand. Hd
wants men of proper calibre and in proper quantity
to carry vout his mission. To him the Bureau is
in the business of manning ships and stations and
la not Just a distribution a^Qncy.
This is indeed a very difficult problem
at the pre /sent time, due to the shortage of
trained oersonnel, Ships are operating with about
eighty per cent of t eir allowed personnel. In
many cases, the shortage of trained personnel in
critical rates, such as machinist mates, electricians
mates, storakeepern, radarmen and yeomen, has been
the primary reason for putting ships in a reserve
status. T B rapid demobilization, iramod lately
after tlie war, stripped the Navy of its trained
personnel to such an extent thkt it lias been ex-
tremely difficult to distribute personnel, so that
the Fleet can continue to operate, even on a very
reduced scale.
Possibly there are still too many men
assigned to shore stations* The roll-up of our
advanced bases has not yet been completed, and has
reached the sta£^e now where the oeroonnel to conduct
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has been further slowed. The %vy has been re-
luctant to reduce radically the number of operating
ships, but hAB been forced to place many ships out
of coiamlssion, in order to liave sufficient per*
Sonne 1 to continue to operate. It appears that
the proper place to make sacrifices should be th©
shore establishment and not the operatln^^ forces,
f^ery effort is being made to train men, both
ashore and afloat, to fill the vacancies In these
critical r?^ tings. The service schools must continue
to get the best of the recruits for t ese schools.
The forcos afloat nrnst make some sacrifice, in
order that eligible men may be sent ashore to
t ese schools anr^ thus gradiially build up these
critical rates.
The bureau has recently insitluted a policy
of returning school graduates to the ship or
station from which they came. This policy wi|S
adopted at the request of the forces afloat end
should be of considerable aaslstance in establish-
ing some permanence of personnel, and also en-
courage commanding officers to select good candl-
detes for the schools. In-Service training must





consistent with the availability of competent
officer and petty officer instmictora*
The General Classification Test scores of
tlie recruits, beln^ accepted by tlie Navy today,
are considerably lower than those accepted diirlng
tne war* Tbe Kavy Is not getting many timn with
scores of fifty, fifty-five or sixty, these days.
This la another iiRmedlate personnel problem with
which distribution is Involved. Tli© situation
has r'eterlorated to such an e^ tent that It Is
very probable that the Havy, in a few more months,
will not have new men who are qiiallfied to train
for its petty officer billets* Someone has said
that the only thing that can save the Havy now is
a real economic depression tlirou^ihout the country.
It is almost Impossible to get high calibre men '
i
to enlist 5.n the liavy while they can ret Jobs and )
salaries in civilian life which are not only mnch
OGisleT but also pay considerably more* One
possible solution and one In which the Bxireau la
vitally interester!, is the proposed Universal
Military Training legislation, which the present
Congress lias under discussion. If this le^^^lslation
is passed, the Havy will be alloted its s' are of
personnel to be trained and it is believed that
P.'tWSTIi*




many high calibre xmn will choose to remain In
tiie %vy and make It a career.
Another possible solution, which warrants
f^jrtV\er research and doveloranent. Is the possibil-
ity of enacting legislation now for total mobili-
sation of the whole resources of the country. In
•vent of another war. Such a law was enacted
after World A'ar I, and was coinmonly known as th#
"M Day Plan**. Just prior to vJorld War II, this
law was revoked for some unknown reason. The
Armed torces had worked out all their mobilization
plans, based on this law. Under this plan the
whole country, with all its manpower and other
resources, would be a part of the Armed iorces.
In World vVar II, we ^^radually worked around to
complete mobilization, but this was done In spite
of niJimerous difficulties and many Indlvidvials pro-
fitted by our confusion. It was very unfair for
one man to give np his civilian Job, at a high
salary, to Join the Armed Forces at a much lower
salary; while others took advantage of the war to
line their pockets by staying out of service,
There should be no distiactlon, in time of war;
everyone should be a part of the Armed Forces,
If this type of law could be enacted now. It
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would be a very strong factor In maintaining
world peace i'oroign countries would have much
more respect for the United States and would \m
leas apt to start a war. Countries do not start
wars unless they have every reason to expect to
win them* To get back to our personnel distri-
bution problem; the Armed Forces would be consid-
ered as a very important part of the average man's
life, tiot as Bome luxury raaintained by the '*war
mongers" for their own profit. In other words,
the whole country would oonsider itself a part
of the Armed Forces and would be willing and
anxious to serve for a period of training and
perhaps even make it Ms career, if he felt ad-
justed to that type of life. If a man knows that
he is apt to be in the front lines, in event of
war, he will be aaxlous to learn how to fight, in
order to save his own life# It will be liard to
dlstini^uish front lines in any future war. It
seems evident that total mobilization will be a
fact; therefore, we should organize our system of
total mobilization and get it on tie books now.
It would aid considerably in the solution of our
various personnel problems. All of this may seem
a bit ethereal, but it can be accomplished; the
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